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Abstract—A variable-structure multiple-model (VSMM) ap-
proach, named equivalent-model augmentation (EqMA), is pro-
posed. Here the model set is augmented by a variable model
intended to best match the unknown true mode. To fully utilize
the information provided by model sequences, this variable model
depends on the true mode at the previous time. Thus different
previous models correspond to different augmenting models. To
make the estimation process computationally feasible, the vari-
able model at the previous time is approximated by a so-called
equivalent model (EqM) which provides the closest estimation
results in the sense of minimum Kullback-Leibler divergence.
The online information provided by the measurements can also
be incorporated into EqM. Performance of the proposed EqMA
approach is evaluated via two scenarios for maneuvering target
tracking. Simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of
EqMA compared with the interacting multiple-model (IMM) al-
gorithm and the expected-mode augmentation (EMA) algorithm.

Keywords: Multiple-model estimation, model-set adapta-

tion, maneuvering target tracking, hybrid systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many practical systems with complex dynamic properties

can be described as hybrid systems with discrete modes

and continuous states. For complicated practical problems,

multiple-model (MM) algorithms provide a systematic, con-

venient and powerful solution. During the past four decades,

MM estimation has received extensive research attention and

experienced three generations: autonomous MM (AMM) es-

timation, cooperating MM (CMM) estimation, and variable-

structure MM (VSMM) estimation [1]. In the MM approach,

modes are approximated (matched) by a set of mathematic

models for state estimation. In AMM, model-based filters work

independently to provide corresponding estimation results,

which are fused to obtain final results. Mode dynamics is

considered in CMM, forcing model-based filters to operate

cooperatively. AMM and CMM are of a fixed structure—their

model sets are assumed unchanged over time. Aiming at uti-

lizing the online mode information and improving estimation

performance, VSMM algorithms adjust their model sets in real

time. In VSMM, model set adaptation (MSA) plays a key

role and is challenging both in theory and practice. VSMM
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algorithms differ from each other in their MSA approaches.

This paper proposes a VSMM algorithm with an MSA ap-

proach that better utilizes the online information provided by

measurements and model sequences and is also feasible for

models with different structures and parameters. Before further

discussion, MM estimation and MSA approaches are reviewed

briefly as follows.

To describe a complicated practical system, the state of a

hybrid system consists of two parts: a continuously varying

base state and a system mode. The system mode refers to a

(real-world) behavior pattern or system structure [2]. A hybrid

system can be described as

xk+1 = Fk(sk)xk +Gk(sk)uk(sk) + Γk(sk)wk(sk)

zk = Hk(sk)xk + vk(sk)
(1)

where k is the time index, x is the base state vector, z is the

noisy measurement vector, sk is the system mode from k− 1
to k, w is the process noise, v is the measurement noise, F
is the transition matrix of the base state x, G is the gain of

input u, and H is the measurement matrix. In general, F , G,

u, Γ, H , w, v depend on sk. All possible modes compose the

mode space S, and sk ∈ S. wk(sk) and vk(sk) are assumed

mutually uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian white sequences

with covariance matrices Qsk
k and Rsk

k respectively.

Since system mode can not be accurately obtained for a real

process, it can only be approximated by a model. A model

refers to a (mathematical) representation or description of the

system mode at a certain accuracy level [2], e.g., CV (nearly

constant velocity) and CT (nearly constant turn) models for

maneuverable targets. Based on the models, base state can be

estimated by filters. To approximate a mode space S, a set of

models can be adopted. They are described as

xk = F j
k−1xk−1 +Gj

k−1u
j
k−1 + Γj

k−1w
j
k−1

zk = Hj
kxk + vjk

(2)

for the model set M , mj
k ∈ M stands for model j that matches

the system mode sk at time k. wj
k−1 and vjk−1 are assumed

mutually uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian white sequences

with covariance matrices Qj
k−1 and Rj

k−1 respectively.

The first generation of MM algorithms (AMM) assumes

that S can be adequately approximated by M , as was done in
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the pioneer of MM algorithms [3]. To handle the complicated

dynamics of the hybrid system (1), most MM algorithms in the

second generation (CMM) further assume the model sequence

〈mk〉 is a first-order homogeneous Markov chain (MC) with

the transition probabilities

πj|i = P{mj
k|m

i
k−1}, ∀mi,mj ∈ M (3)

This assumption is also an approximation of the actual mode

sequence 〈sk〉. Under this assumption, many approaches have

been proposed for state estimation, e.g., the Generalized

Pseudo Bayesian algorithms of order n (GPBn) [4] [5] and

the IMM algorithm [6]. As a representative of the second

generation, IMM has been studied extensively [7] [5] and

gained great success in application.

For an MM algorithm in these two generations, a model

set M is designed to approximate S and it remains fixed

during the estimation process. Algorithms of this kind are

called fixed-structure MM (FSMM) algorithms. For some

cases when M is small but adequate to cover S, they can

work well. In practice, however, this is not always the case.

Practical mode space S can be very large to describe all

dynamics of the system, e.g., when mode sk is characterized

by some continuous time-varying parameters. In this case, a

large enough M is needed for FSMM algorithms to improve

the estimation performance. This on the one hand makes the

algorithms have a heavy computational burden, and on the

other hand may even degrade the performance if too many

models are used [2] [8].

To solve this problem, variable-structure MM (VSMM)

estimation was proposed in [9], and extensively researched

in e.g, [2, 8, 10–15]. Here model sets with a limited size are

assumed variable and made adaptive based on measurements

to capture the characteristics of the online modes. As pointed

out in [2], a VSMM algorithm could be superior to an

FSMM algorithm in both performance and computation for

complicated real-world problems. VSMM algorithms differ

from each other in their MSA approaches.

As proposed in [2], MSA can be decomposed into two

complementary and closely related tasks: activation of a set of

new models and termination of a subset of the current model

set. They results in the expansion and reduction of the model

set respectively.

The likely-model set (LMS) algorithm [12] is a method for

model activation and termination. In its simplest version, the

model set is made adaptive by deleting all unlikely models

and activating all models to which a principal model may

jump so as to anticipate the possible system mode transitions

[12]. LMS has less requirement on the structure of the models

than EMA since its MSA process based only on the model

probabilities. However, LMS cannot activate models not in the

total model set, which can be done in EMA. Another natural

and simple class of adaptive structure is the so-called adaptive

grid structure, where a model is represented by a grid point

[1, 14]. It quantizes the mode space unevenly and adaptively.

It usually starts from a coarse grid and adjusts the grid in

real time based on data as well as prior information. This

class includes, for example, the algorithms and designs of [14,

16–18]. More generally, [2] formulates various representative

problems of MSA in terms of testing hypotheses that are in

general composite, N -ary, multivariate, and, worst of all, not

necessarily disjoint.

Expected-mode augmentation (EMA) [8] is another method

for model activation. In it, the original set of models is

augmented by a variable set of models intended to match the

expected value of the unknown true mode. Newly activated

models are generated adaptively in real time as (globally or

locally) probabilistically weighted sums of mode estimates

over the model set [8]. The estimated modes which can

be summed together are needed in the approach. As such,

EMA can only handle the set of models which differ only

in the parameters with the same physical meaning (due to

the required additivity). Based on a similar idea, the best-

model augmentation (BMA) [15] approach was proposed to

handle models with different parameters and structures. BMA

is more general than EMA and can also reduce to EMA for the

cases that EMA can be applied. Among the above approaches,

EMA and its extension BMA have simpler forms and better

performance. In their simplest forms, only one single new

model which matches the true mode well is activated. It was

demonstrated that they have better performance than the IMM

algorithm using the same initial model set [8, 15].

EMA and BMA generate the new models using mode

estimates over the model set [8] and the overall predicted

measurement based on the predicted model set [15], respec-

tively. However, based on information provided by every

single model sequence, the true mode at the next time can

also be predicted. For example, in many practical cases, the

system tends to continue with the same mode (no-change

tendency). Properly utilizing this useful tendency information

can improve estimation performance. In the MM approaches,

such important tendency information is actually embodied by

sequences of previous models, which can be used for MSA.

In our previous work [19], a higher-order Markov chain was

adopted to embody this information and an MSA approach

similar to LMS was proposed for VSMM estimation. However,

as stated above, this LMS-type approach cannot activate the

models not in the total model set. The sequence information

has not been considered in the other existing MSA algorithms,

especially for model activation. In view of the above and aim-

ing at utilizing the sequence information for MSA, we propose

a new model depending directly on sequences of the previous

models. On the other hand, the estimated states contain re-

altime information of the true mode. Thus, it is hopeful that

utilizing the estimated states to generate the new model could

improve the performance of state estimation. This has also

been neglected by most MSA algorithms. To incorporate the

online information contained in the estimated states, an MSA

approach named equivalent-model augmentation (EqMA) for

model activation is then proposed in this paper based on the

proposed new model. Thus, the model sequence information

and the online information in the estimated states are both
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incorporated in the EqMA approach, which differs from the

existing MSA algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the EqMA

approach is proposed. Section III investigates two illustrative

scenarios for maneuvering target tracking and presents simula-

tion results and discussions. Section IV provides conclusions.

II. EQUIVALENT-MODEL AUGMENTATION

A. Model Augmentation Based on Model Sequence

As stated above, the information contained in the model

sequences is important for MSA. Since model generation is

the most difficult part in MSA, we consider generating new

models based on model sequences. Generally, the EMA or

BMA approach for MSA can be expressed as

Mk = Mb +Ma
k , given M,Mk−1,Z (4)

where Mk is the model set at time k, the basic model set Mb is

a small set of models adopted to ensure a basic coverage of S,

Ma
k is the set of new models, M is the total set of all possible

models, Mk−1 = {M1, ...,Mk−1} is the model set sequence

through k− 1, Z = Zk or Zk−1, and Zk = {z1, z2, ..., zk} is

the measurement sequence through k.

For simplicity, Ma
k = {m̂k} with one new model is

considered here. Model m̂k can be viewed as the expected

mode in EMA and the best model in BMA. There, m̂k

is obtained considering the overall information provided by

Mk−1 or Mk|k−1 (Mk|k−1 is the predicted model set given

Mk−1) and the knowledge about model transitions from k−1
to k. Here, m̂k is assumed a variable correlated to every

possible model sequence m
i
k−1

1

, {mi1
1 , ...,m

ik−1

k−1 } before

k. Specifically, different models m̂k can be obtained given

different sequences m
i
k−1

1

, rather than only one model, as in

EMA and BMA (in their simplest forms). Here we use m̂
·|ik−1

1

k

to denote the new model correlated to m
i
k−1

1

. For clarity, we

consider only the simple case that m̂k is correlated to the

previous model mi
k−1 for illustration next. The corresponding

model is denoted as m̂
·|i
k , which actually represents a class of

possible models depending directly on the model in effect at

the previous time.

Remark 1: Model m̂
·|i
k indicates that the information pro-

vided by mi
k−1 is utilized to generate the new model. In many

practical cases, the system tends to continue with the (nearly)

same mode. The new model m̂
·|i
k can be easily given as

m̂
·|i
k = mi

k (5)

Since this new model is just one member of Mk used for

estimation and it describes the no-change tendency in many

practical situations, adding this model may possibly improve

estimation performance. If more information about mode

transitions can be obtained, m̂
·|i
k can be determined more

accurately.

Remark 2: Without loss of generality, we assign n as the

index number to m̂k within Mk, i.e.,

mn
k = m̂k and m

n|i
k , m̂

·|i
k (6)

Because m
n|i
k depends directly on mi

k−1, m
n|i
k can be used

only if the previous model mi
k−1 is given. However, an

important problem must be considered here: whether mi
k−1

itself is a model just like mn
k . If not, m

n|i
k can be determined by

mi
k−1 in an explicit form. This would not be the case if mi

k−1

is also a model which depends on its previous models just like

mn
k , because mi

k−1 may take different values depending on it

own previous models.

Specifically, if mi
k−1 ∈ Mk−1 and i 6= n (n stands for the

model dependent on its own previous models), then m
n|i
k can

be easily obtained and directly used for state estimation, as

in (5); if mi
k−1 ∈ Mk−1 and i = n, the model m

n|i
k = m

n|n
k

cannot be directly adopted for state estimation, since m
n|n
k de-

pends on mn
k−1 which is in turn a function of mk−2 ∈ Mk−2.

One needs to consider the models at k − 2. This process can

be continued back to the initial time, if the previous model is

the model n. This is computationally infeasible in practice. To

solve this problem, the equivalent-model approach is proposed

next for the state estimation based on the model set with this

kind of new model.

B. Equivalent-Model Augmentation for VSMM Estimation

Before further discussions, two types of models are exam-

ined here:

1) Type I. Common models mj
k ∈ Sk, where Sk is a set

of models which are not correlated to mk−1. Thus mj
k

can be directly used for state estimation, e.g., CV and CT

models.

2) Type II. Those models that depend on mk−1, just like m̂
·|i
k

or m
n|i
k in (6). Models of this type are actually variables

depending on mk−1.

Type I models can be directly utilized by estimators (e.g., the

Kalman filter) while type II cannot unless given mk−1.

To make the following derivation and illustration simple

and clear, we assume that the concerned set contains only

one type II model and multiple type I models. n is further

assigned as the index number to the only type II model, i.e,

mn
k is always assumed the only type II model (just like the

one in (6)), M I
k = {mj

k, j 6= n} is a set of type I models, and

Mk = {M I
k ,m

n
k}. For a set containing multiple type II models

with or without type I models, the following approaches can

generally be applied easily with little modification and thus

the above assumption is valid.

If all the possible models are of type I, the standard IMM

algorithm can be applied. Thus, we consider only the case

with a type II model.

The purpose of MM algorithms is to estimate xk given the

measurement sequence Zk in the sense of minimum mean

square error (MMSE):

x̂k = E{xk|Z
k}

Pk = MSE[x̂k] = E{(xk − x̂k)(·)
′|Zk}

(7)

Since x̂k is the posterior mean, the posterior density p[xk|Z
k]

is considered here. For the system (2), this pdf (probability
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density function) is given by the total probability theorem as

p[xk|Z
k] =

∑

j

p[xk|m
j
k, Z

k]P{mj
k|Z

k} (8)

Since mn
k depends on mk−1 ∈ Mk−1, p[xk|m

n
k , Z

k] cannot be

calculated directly. Then we need to further expand the above

function as

p[xk|Z
k] =

∑

j 6=n

p[xk|m
j
k, Z

k]P{mj
k|Z

k}

+
∑

i

p[xk|m
n
k ,m

i
k−1, Z

k]P{mn
k ,m

i
k−1|Z

k}

=
∑

j 6=n

p[xk|m
j
k, Z

k]P{mj
k|Z

k}

+
∑

i

p[xk|m
n|i
k ,mi

k−1, Z
k]P{m

n|i
k ,mi

k−1|Z
k}

(9)

In the second equation of (9), mn
k is determined as m

n|i
k since

mi
k−1 is given. Because mn

k−1 depends also on mk−2, the

above expansion needs to be continued back to the initial time

k = 1, which makes the whole calculation infeasible.

For the above reason, merging or pruning is needed if the

model set contains type II models. To use type II models in the

estimators without further expansions, we approximate them

with type I models which can be directly used by filters. For

this purpose, we introduce the following definition:

Definition 1: Given the same condition at k − 1 and the

same assumption on model transitions, ŝnk of type I is an

equivalent model (EqM) of mn
k of type II, if they lead to

the same prediction or estimation results.

Here the initial condition at k − 1 includes

{x̂i
k−1, P

i
k−1, µ

i
k−1}

n
i=1, ŝ

n
k−1 (10)

where x̂i
k−1 is the estimated xk−1 based on mi

k−1, P i
k−1

is the MSE matrix of x̂i
k−1, µi

k−1 , P{mi
k−1|Z

k−1} is

the probability of mi
k−1 conditioned on Zk−1, ŝnk−1 is the

equivalent model of mn
k−1, and n is the number of models at

k − 1 and also the index for the type II model within Mk−1.

The determination of EqM is illustrated in Figure 1, where

“:” means “stands for”, “,” stands for approximating a type

II model with its EqM. In Figure 1, mn
k−1 is replaced with its

EqM ŝnk−1 so that m
n|n
k can be approximated with m

n|ŝn
k−1

k

and thus mn
k can be approximated with a set of models with

explicit forms.

m1

mn−1

mn

mn
k−1

: {m
n|l
k−1}

n
l=1

, ŝnk−1

mn
k

: {{m
n|i
k }n−1

i=1 ,m
n|n
k }

≈ {{m
n|i
k }n−1

i=1 ,m
n|ŝn

k−1

k }

type I

type II

k − 2 k − 1 k

Figure 1. Illustration of determining EqM

By replacing mn
k−1 with its equivalent model ŝnk−1, (9) can

be approximated as

p[xk|Z
k] ≈

∑

j 6=n

p[xk|m
j
k, Z

k]P{mj
k|Z

k}

+
∑

i6=n

p[xk|m
n|i
k ,mi

k−1, Z
k]P{m

n|i
k ,mi

k−1|Z
k}

+p[xk|m
n|ŝn

k−1

k , ŝnk−1, Z
k]P{m

n|ŝn
k−1

k , ŝnk−1|Z
k}

(11)

where m
n|ŝn

k−1

k can be determined since mn
k−1 ≈ ŝnk−1

is given. Given the EqM ŝnk−1 and other type I models

{mi
k−1}

n−1
i=1 , {m

n|i
k }n−1

i=1 and m
n|ŝn

k−1

k can be determined as

in (5). Then (11) can be calculated easily as in the IMM

algorithm (for the 1st term on the right side of (11)) and the

GPB2 algorithm (for the 2nd and 3rd terms).

The above approach to merging the model sequences with

the model set augmented by the type II models for MM

estimation will be referenced to as the equivalent-model aug-

mentation (EqMA) approach. Determination of EqM based on

(2) and (3) will be discussed next.

At time k, the following information is available:

{x̂l
k−2, P

l
k−2, µ

l
k−2}

n
l=1, ŝ

n
k−2 (12)

{x̂i
k−1, P

i
k−1, µ

i
k−1}

n
i=1 (13)

Here, the purpose is to determine ŝnk−1 given (12) and (13).

Assume srk−1 is a type I model and a candidate for the

equivalent model of mn
k−1. By the definition of EqM, the

prediction or estimation results of xk−1 based on srk−1 need

to be compared with those based on mn
k−1, given (12).

Without loss of generality, the estimation results are consid-

ered here. For time k, (12) is the initial information and (13)

is the estimation results to be compared with. Thus, only two

tasks are left for obtaining the EqM ŝnk :

1) Calculating the estimation results conditioned on srk−1

given (12), zk−1 and the assumption (3) on model tran-

sitions.

2) Comparing the above results with (13) to obtain ŝnk−1.

The first can be accomplished by

1) Replace mn
k−1 with srk−1, that is, let

P{srk−1|m
l
k−2, Z

k−2} = P{mn
k−1|m

l
k−2, Z

k−2} = πn|l

as given by (3). This step is to let the EqM candidates

and original models have the same assumptions on

model transitions.

2) Apply the corresponding step in the “standard” MM

algorithms (e.g., the IMM algorithm) for all possible srk−1

to obtain {x̂
r(n)
k−1 , P

r(n)
k−1 }, since srk−1 can be directly used

by filters. The superscript r(n) reflects this operation and

indicates that all these results are for mn
k−1.

The 2nd task can be accomplished by

1) Define a metric D(srk−1,m
n
k−1) to measure the difference

between {x̂n
k−1, P

n
k−1} and {x̂

r(n)
k−1 , P

r(n)
k−1 } (assuming that

the corresponding distributions are Gaussian), e.g., the

KL information (as in the BMA approach [15]) or the

Hellinger distance.
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2) Minimize this metric to obtain ŝnk−1:

ŝnk−1 = argmin
sr
k−1

∈Mc

D(srk−1,m
n
k−1) (14)

where Mc is a set of candidate models of type I. This

ŝnk−1 is optimal in minimizing D(srk−1,m
n
k−1).

So the EqM ŝnk−1 for mn
k−1 can be determined and thus

m
n|n
k ≈ m

n|ŝn
k−1

k can also be obtained as in (5) and (6). Then

the state estimation based on (11) can be derived, which is

similar to the IMM and the GPB2 algorithms.

Nevertheless, the estimation process above is complicated

because

1) The estimation process based on (11) is complicated since

it needs n type I models to calculate the last two terms

of (11) (altogether 2n− 1 type I models are needed for

the whole process), similar to that in GPB2.

2) The process to obtain the EqM is also complicated.

For these reasons, a simplified version for a class of models

is discussed next.

C. Simplification of the EqMA Approach

In the second generation of MM algorithms, the IMM

algorithm is effective and efficient and has also been studied

extensively. However, IMM cannot be directly applied to the

hybrid system with type II models as m̂
·|i
k = m

n|i
k in (5).

This can be easily concluded from (11), where the mixing

process in IMM cannot be applied to mn
k . Nevertheless, the

mixing strategy can still be adopted to simplify the estimation

process in (11).

Consider model (2) and assume that the measurement is

not a function of mk. This assumption is valid in many

practical cases. For example, for target tracking, maneuvers

are described by the jumping process of the dynamic model,

but measurements are not a function of the dynamic model.

For this system, the conditional pdf p[xk|Z
k] is given by

p[xk|Z
k] =

∑

j

p[xk|m
j
k, Z

k]P{mj
k|Z

k} (15)

Here only the pdf conditioned on the type II model mn
k is

considered, since the other pdfs can be calculated by some

popular MM algorithms (e.g., the IMM algorithm). Then by

Bayes’ theorem,

p[xk|m
n
k , Z

k] =
p[zk|m

n
k , xk, Z

k−1]

p[zk|mn
k , Z

k−1]
p[xk|m

n
k , Z

k−1] (16)

By the total probability theorem,

p[xk|m
n
k , Z

k−1]

= Nk + p[xk|m
n
k ,m

n
k−1, Z

k−1]λ
n|n
k

≈ Nk + p[xk|m
n
k , ŝ

n
k−1, Z

k−1]λ
n|n
k

≈ Nk + p[xk|m
n|ŝn

k−1

k , x̂n
k−1, P

n
k−1]λ

n|n
k

(17)

where Nk ,
∑

i6=n p[xk|m
n
k ,m

i
k−1, Z

k−1]λ
i|n
k , λ

i|n
k ,

P{mi
k−1|m

n
k , Z

k−1}, the first “≈” follows from approximat-

ing mn
k−1 with its EqM ŝnk−1, the second “≈” follows from

approximating {ŝnk−1, Z
k−1} with {x̂n

k−1, P
n
k−1} (as in IMM),

and m
n|ŝn

k−1

k is a type I model since ŝnk−1 is given.

The conditional probability λ
i|n
k can be calculated easily as

the mixing probability in IMM. Eq. (17) indicates that the

mixing step can only be applied to the one-step prediction

of the xk conditioned on m
n|i
k and m

n|ŝn
k−1

k , which differs

from that in IMM, because m
n|i
k depends on mi

k−1 (m
n|ŝn

k−1

k

depends on ŝnk−1).

Based on (17), the one-step prediction of xk based on mn
k

can be obtained as

x̂n
k|k−1 =

∑

i

x̂
n|i
k|k−1λ

i|n
k

Pn
k|k−1 =

∑

i

λ
i|n
k {P

n|i
k|k−1 + (x̂

n|i
k|k−1 − x̂n

k|k−1)(·)
′}

(18)

where

x̂n
k|k−1 , E{xk|m

n
k , Z

k−1}

Pn
k|k−1 = E{(xk − x̂j

k|k−1)(·)
′|mn

k , Z
k−1}

x̂
n|i
k|k−1 , E{xk|m

n|i
k , Zk−1}

P
n|i
k|k−1 = E{(xk − x̂

n|i
k|k−1)(·)

′|m
n|i
k , Zk−1}

(19)

In (19), m
n|i
k can be easily obtained for i 6= n and m

n|n
k

is approximated by m
n|ŝn

k−1

k . Since these are type I models,

x̂
j|i
k|k−1 and P

j|i
k|k−1 can be calculated easily as in the Kalman

filter and thus (18) can be obtained directly.

Given x̂n
k|k−1 and Pn

k|k−1, p[xk|m
n
k , Z

k−1] can be obtained

(approximated with a Gaussian). The mode-independence as-

sumption on the measurement yields

p[zk|m
j
k, xk, Z

k−1] = p[zk|xk, Z
k−1], ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} (20)

Thus p[xk|m
n
k , Z

k] in (16) can be calculated by the update step

in the Kalman filter given p[xk|m
n
k , Z

k−1]. Then the following

state estimation conditioned on mn
k can be obtained

x̂n
k , E{xk|m

n
k , Z

k}

Pn
k = E{(xk − x̂n

k )(·)
′|mn

k , Z
k}

(21)

µn
k , P{mn

k |Z
k} in (15) can be calculated as

µn
k =

1

ck
p[zk|m

n
k , Z

k−1]P [mn
k |Z

k−1] =
1

ck
Λn
kµ

n
k|k−1 (22)

where µn
k|k−1 , P [mn

k |Z
k−1] =

∑

i π
n|iµi

k−1. Based on

(20), the likelihood function Λn
k , p[zk|m

n
k , Z

k−1] can be

calculated as in IMM given x̂n
k|k−1 and Pn

k|k−1.

After the above steps, {x̂n
k , P

n
k } and µn

k for mn
k can be

calculated by (21) and (22) respectively. As stated above,

{x̂j
k, P

j
k} and µj

k, j 6= n for other type I models can be

easily obtained by an MM algorithms (e.g., IMM). Then, the

final estimate of xk can be obtained by fusing {x̂j
k, P

j
k}

n
j=1

weighted by {µj
k}

n
j=1 based on (15) as in IMM.

The above steps compose one-cycle of the simplified EqMA

algorithm, referenced to as the simplified equivalent-model
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IMM (SEIMM) algorithm. SEIMM is simpler than the al-

gorithm in the previous subsection in that only one filter is

needed for the type II model mn
k .

Remark 3: (a) The basics of EqMA is to find type I models

to approximate those of Type II in the sense of minimizing the

difference between the estimation results based respectively on

the two types of models. One purpose of the approach is to

make the corresponding estimation algorithm computationally

feasible, and the other is to incorporate the online mode

information in the estimate results into EqM to improve

performance. (b) The above approach may also have a large

computational burden if the type I models differ in structure.

In this case, minimizing the difference between the prediction

results is more attractive, which will be discussed in near

future. (c) Generally, the proposed type II models and the

corresponding algorithm can solve a larger range of practical

problems than most existing algorithms.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach,

several scenarios for maneuvering target tracking are simulated

and discussions are also provided in the next section.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section three algorithms—IMM, EMA, SEIMM—are

compared by simulation in two scenarios. The dynamic models

have constant acceleration inputs, following the simulation

example in [12] and [8]. The models are described by (2)

with

x ,
[

px vx py vy
]′
, uj

k , [ax, ay],

F j
k = diag[F, F ], Gj

k = Γj
k = diag[G, G],

F ,

[

1 T
0 1

]

, G ,

[

T 2/2
T

]

, wk ∼ N [0, Q],

Hj
k =

[

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]

, vjk ∼ N [0, R]

(23)

where j = 1, ..., n.

At each sampling time, the algorithms operate based on a

set of 13 models, each characterized by the acceleration vector

a , [ax, ay]
′ (m/s2) as

m1 : a = [0, 0]′ m2 : a = [20, 0]′

m3 : a = [0, 20]′ m4 : a = [−20, 0]′

m5 : a = [0,−20]′ m6 : a = [20, 20]′

m7 : a = [−20, 20]′ m8 : a = [−20,−20]′

m9 : a = [20,−20]′ m10 : a = [40, 0]′

m11 : a = [0, 40]′ m12 : a = [−40, 0]′

m13 : a = [0,−40]′

(24)

They are evenly spaced quantization values from the acceler-

ation space, described as

Ac = {(ax, ay) : |ax|+ |ay| ≤ 40} (25)

The IMM13 algorithm used these 13 models and EMA

used an additional expected mode (EMA13+1). To reveal

more properties of the EqMA approach, two specific SEIMM

algorithms were considered:

(a) SEIMM13+1: the 13 type I models plus one type II model

(designated by m14) to augment the original model set.

(b) SEIMM9+1: 9 type I models from the 13 models (by

deleting m2,m3,m4,m5 in (24), as EMA9+1 in [8]) and

one type II model (designated by m10).

SEIMM13+1 was compared with EMA13+1, while

SEIMM9+1 was designed to show the effectiveness of

the EqMA approach given a smaller basic set. They were

designed as follows:

(a) The type II model was the same as in (5).

(b) The KL information was used to define the metric

D(srk−1,m
n
k−1).

(c) The mode space Ac of (25) was adopted as the candidate

set Mc used by the EqMA approach in (14) to select

the EqM. For this special mode space, we converted the

optimization problem (14) to a quadratic programming

problem and used the quadprog function in Matlab to

solve it in the simulation.

The transition probability matrices (TPMs) (Π , (πj|i))
used by IMM13 and EMA13+1 were the same as in [8].

SEIMM13+1 and EMA13+1 used the same TPM (m14 in

SIMM13+1 acted just like the expected mode in EMA13+1).

Similarly, SEIMM9+1 used the same TPM as EMA9+1 in [8]

(SIMM9+1 differs from EMA9+1 only in the 10th model).

All the algorithms shared the same parameters for estima-

tion: T = 1.0s, R = 1250Im2, Q = 0.001m2/s4. These

parameters, except Q = 0, were also used to generate the

measurements in all the simulated scenarios.

A deterministic scenario (DS) and a random scenario (RS)

were simulated. RS is the same as in [8] and DS is extended

from the DS2 scenario of [8]. DS was designed to evaluate

algorithms’ peak errors, steady-state errors and response times.

It was assumed that in DS, the target started to move with the

initial state x0 = [8000m, 25m/s, 8000m, 200m/s]′ and ma-

neuvered with the following jumping acceleration processes:

Table I. Acceleration Process in the DS Scenario

k ax(k) ay(k)
1–30 0 0

31–80 8 22
81–119 0 0

120–150 28 -1
151–160 0 0

To provide a performance comparison as fair as possible

over a set of maneuver trajectories, the algorithms were tested

on RS, which was designed in [10] and [12] and used in

[8] to evaluate EMA. In the RS, the acceleration vector

a(t) = a(t)∠θ(t) was a 2-dimensional semi-Markov process

which underwent sudden jumps from a state with a magnitude

a and phase θ to another one after staying in it for a random

period of time. In short, this acceleration model assumes:

the sojourn time τk of the state a = ak has a truncated

(τk > 0) Gaussian density with mean τ̄ and variance σ2
τ ; the

acceleration magnitude ak+1 has probability masses P0 and

PM to be zero and maximum, respectively, and uniform in
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between; the angle θk+1 of acceleration is uniform over 2π if

ak = 0 and Gaussian with mean θk and variance σ2
θ otherwise.

All details and relevant discussions were given in [10]. In the

simulation, we used the following parameters:

τ̄ = τ̄M +
amax − a

amax
(τ̄0 − τ̄M ), στ =

1

12
τ̄a,

τ̄M = 10, τ̄0 = 30, PM = 0.1, amax = 25,

σθ =
π

12
, P0 = 0.8, ak = amax.

(26)

The comparison results were the RMS errors over 300

Monte Carlo runs for DS and 500 runs for RS, shown in the

following figures.
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Figure 2. RMS errors of position (m) in DS
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Figure 3. RMS errors of velocity (m/s) in DS
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Figure 4. RMS errors of position (m) in RS
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Figure 5. RMS errors of velocity (m/s) in RS
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Figure 6. Average model probabilities of SEIMM9+1 in DS

The simulation results show that the SEIMM algorithms

are effective. The main reason is that the newly added type II

model m14
k in SEIMM13+1 (or m10

k in SEIMM9+1) reflects

the fact that the unknown true mode tends to be the same as

in the previous time (no-change tendency) in the simulated

scenarios, especially during 31s–80s in DS. This is illustrated

by the probabilities averaged over runs shown in Figures

6 and 7 for SEIMM9+1 as an example. It is shown that

during 31s–80s in DS, the type II model m10 has the largest
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Figure 7. Average model probabilities of SEIMM9+1 in RS

Table II. Relative Computational Time for the RS Scenario

IMM13 EMA13+1 SEIMM13+1 SEIMM9+1

1.0000 1.1325 1.6819 1.2073
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probability (close to 1). Since m1 actually best matches the

true mode during 0s–30s in DS (no maneuver), the model

m10 adapting to m1 thus has a smaller probability than it but

still much larger than the other models. Similar conclusions

can be drawn for Figure 7. Compared with SEIMM13+1,

SEIMM9+1 has even better performance when the no-change

tendency is true, which illustrates that in SEIMM, a small

basic set that provides necessary coverage over the mode

space may be better than a large one. Simulation results also

demonstrate that the equivalent-model approach is effective

since the SEIMM algorithms have the best performance. By

this approach, the online information about the unknown

true mode can be incorporated into the equivalent model,

thus making the algorithm adaptive. As shown in Table II,

the SEIMM algorithms need more computation than others,

because of calculating the EqMs. Future work will be focused

on developing more practical models of type II and reducing

the complexity of the proposed algorithms.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A model dependent on the previous true mode has been

proposed to better describe complicated practical processes.

For the model set augmented with such models, an equivalent-

model augmentation (EqMA) approach has been proposed

to make the corresponding MM algorithms computationally

feasible and also to incorporate the online mode information

provided by the measurements into equivalent models (EqMs)

to improve estimation performance. For a class of models,

the SEIMM algorithm has also been proposed to simplify the

estimation process.

A deterministic scenario and a random scenario for ma-

neuvering target tracking have been simulated to evaluate the

proposed SEIMM algorithm compared with other popular MM

algorithms. The comparison results have demonstrated the

effectiveness of the EqM and the EqMA approach.

In general, the main advantages of the EqMs and the EqMA

algorithm are the flexibility of describing and processing a

complicated maneuver process and the adaptivity to the un-

known true mode. The EqMA algorithms can also be generally

applied to models with different parameters and structures.
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